
 

 

 

 

 

For decades, Rosenblatt Stadium served as the iconic and physical manifestation of baseball in Omaha.  The 
community’s long-standing history with and fond memories of Rosenblatt Stadium will be forever remembered.  In a 
way that respects the history of this place and the uniqueness of the game, Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium 
has created Johnny Rosenblatt’s Infield at the Zoo.   
Key Features of Infield at the Zoo: 

- The preservation of the original location of home plate at Rosenblatt Stadium.  The location of home plate 
will be recognized by a memorial plaque. 

- Re-creation of the base paths on a little league scale. Infield at the Zoo was designed to promote activity 
amongst its youngest and oldest visitors.  The ability to run the bases as did baseball’s greats links the past 
and the present. 

- Re-use of the original stadium seats, in their original colors, as seating areas within the park.  There are 96 
bright red, yellow and blue seats from the original stadium that evoke fond memories for visitors.  

- The main gate borrows architectural elements from the grandstand of Rosenblatt Stadium in both shape and 
design. 

- Preservation of key site lines within the original stadium.  Within any stadium, foul poles serve as strong 
vertical boundaries of the playing field.  Preserving the original foul poles, in their original locations, helps 
visitors maintain sense of place. 

- Integration of the dugouts including benches from the original stadium.  Although not an actual “dug-out,” 
these areas will still replicate the field-level views and interaction of the original player dugouts and provide 
shaded picnic areas along the first and third base lines. 

- Relocation of the iconic arched Rosenblatt sign to Infield at the Zoo from its original location atop the former 
scoreboard.  

- The same Rosenblatt blue color is used on the dugouts, grandstand and fencing. 
- The bricks used in the original Rosenblatt Stadium have been reused on columns, piers and the entry walk. 
- There will be a recognition wall commemorating former student-athletes from Nebraska and the greater 

Omaha metropolitan area that played on teams that competed in the College World Series® while at 
Rosenblatt Stadium. 

- Fencing has been relocated from the original stadium area. 
- Metal panel mosaics depicting a dugout scene before the big game can be seen on the dugout panels.   
- Six shaded picnic tables will be placed around the perimeter. 
- The original foul ball lines from home plate to the foul poles will be painted to give visitors the sense of the 

original stadium.  


